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Abstract

People often answer why-questions with what we call experiential explanations: narratives or stories with temporal structure and concrete details. In contrast, on most theories of the epistemic function of explanation, explanations should be abstractive: structured by general relationships and lacking extraneous details. We suggest that abstractive and experiential explanations differ not only in level of abstraction, but also in structure, and that each form of explanation contributes to the epistemic goals of individual learners and of science. In particular, experiential explanations support mental simulation and survive transitions across background theories; as a result, they support learning and help us translate between competing frameworks. Experiential explanations play an irreducible role in human cognition – and perhaps in science.
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1. Introduction

Why did you move to New Jersey? Compare two answers to this question. “Because the recession increased unemployment in Michigan, but the industry was expanding on the East Coast.” “Because one day, I ran into my friend at a bar, and she told me she had been laid off; after that I spent a lot of time worrying and started looking for other jobs just in case and eventually came across a great opportunity in New Jersey.” These responses both explain why a particular event\(^1\) occurred, but they have fundamentally different structures. The first answer appeals to general facts, which are linked to the particular instance being explained (the explanandum). The second answer appeals to a particular series of events in a temporal order, and involves much more detail.

We will refer to explanations of the first kind as **abstractive explanations**: they feature the most general structure that still differentiates the explanandum from relevant alternatives and satisfies other explanatory criteria, such as simplicity and completeness. This means that the structure of abstractive explanations will vary depending on what is being explained: in the New Jersey case, the structure centers around economic trends, but with a different explanandum, an abstractive explanation could feature cultural shifts, urban development, and so on. Abstractive explanations (suitably refined) seem to be what philosophers of science such as Kitcher (1985) or Lange (2016) have in mind when they discuss explanations, and it is often what psychologists have in mind as well (e.g., Keil, 2006; Lombrozo, 2012; Wellman, 2011)

---

\(^1\) While this is a case of explaining a particular event, these two explanatory types can also apply to explanations of general events – for instance, one might explain the acceleration of gravity by reference to other principles of physics (abstractive) or through a narrative about how an object would fall (experiential). Thus the experiential/abstractive distinction is orthogonal to the generic causation/actual causation distinction. In what follows, we focus on actual explananda for the sake of consistency.
We’ll call answers of the second kind *experiential explanations*. These explanations have in common an experiential structure; that is, they are structured around dimensions that apply to our ordinary experience, such as time, space, and sensory modality. As we use the term, experiential explanations need not preserve *all* of these dimensions, but they must use at least one. Experiential explanations can be excessively detailed, but in general they do not seem worse for the inclusion of details that are not necessary to structure the event (see Vossen, Caselli, & Cybul ska, 2018 for a discussion of detail in stories). For example, the inclusion of location (a bar) does not seem to diminish our introductory experiential explanation, whereas mentioning that one learned about the recession in a bar does seem to weaken the abstractive explanation. Experiential explanations include what psychologists and philosophers have called narratives (Bruner, 1991; Currie, 2007), case studies (Kagan, 2001), and stories (Gelman & Basbøll, 2014).

Rather than being two mutually exclusive categories, real-world explanations often involve a mixture of abstractive and experiential features. For example, our introductory example could begin with the friend at the bar, but appeal to economic trends as well. Even if real-world cases are often mixed in this way, we can distinguish between clear cases of each explanation type, and our analysis will proceed accordingly. Specifically, we will take (at least partial) subsumption under an abstract structure to be constitutive of abstractive explanation, and focus our attention on two features of experiential explanations that differentiate them from their abstractive counterparts: their experiential structure, and their permissiveness when it comes to concrete detail (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><strong>Abstractive Explanations</strong></th>
<th><strong>Experiential Explanations</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structuring Dimensions</strong></td>
<td>Determined contextually by principles/regularities (e.g., mass, location, GDP, population size . . .)</td>
<td>One or more of a set of experiential dimensions (time, space, sensory modality, affect . . .)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level of Detail</strong></td>
<td>As minimal as possible while satisfying other explanatory virtues</td>
<td>Permissive; constrained by narrative or storytelling conventions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schema</th>
<th>1) General principle(s)/regularities</th>
<th>2) Relevant features of the case at hand structured according to the general principles/regularities</th>
<th>3) Proposition linking 1&amp;2 to the explanandum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>1) Human migration is often spurred by economic factors</td>
<td>2) New Jersey had lower unemployment at the time in my industry</td>
<td>3) I moved because of increased economic opportunity in New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1) My perspective in the weeks before the move</td>
<td>2) Meeting with a friend at a bar, hearing about her complaint, returning to work, deciding</td>
<td>3) I moved because of these experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Properties of abstractive and experiential explanations. In the schemas, italics denote content that is sometimes only implicit.

While abstractive explanations are widely acknowledged to be critical to both scientific progress and learning (Lombrozo, 2011), the status of experiential explanations is less clear. In the context of science, experiential narratives or stories are often derided as “anec-data,” and they are taken to diverge from scientific norms (Sloman, in press; Bruner, 1991; Rosenberg, 2018). Nonetheless, we contend that experiential explanations are indeed explanations. Not only are they answers to why questions, they are also designed to satisfy the explanatory demand behind a why-question in promoting understanding of the explanandum.2 Experiential explanations thus differ from what we might call “experiential descriptions,” which present information about an event without organizing it to answer a why-question.

Our aim in this paper is to mount a defense of the rationality of experiential explanations. We’ll argue that experiential explanations have a vital role in learning because of their unique structure and level of detail.3 Experiential explanations are better suited than abstractive explanations to function as inputs to mental simulation and can carry over to a new context when

---

2 Many other ways of thinking of the explanatory demand will be consistent with the argument in this paper.
3 We argue for two roles for experiential explanation that invoke both the structure and level of detail. However, it’s beyond the scope of this paper to fully consider the possible function of partially experiential explanations that only have one of these two critical features. Thanks to Naftali Weinberger for suggesting this point.
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background theory changes, making old theories and evidence intelligible from a new standpoint. We conclude with a brief discussion of how our argument about individual thinkers applies to science and scientific psychology.

2. Advantages of Abstractive Explanation

Abstractive explanations, and the process of abstraction itself, are widely thought to be the building blocks of scientific knowledge, as well as everyday understanding of the world. On Friedman’s (1974) view, for example, a successful explanation reduces the number of independent facts we need to accept; such explanations are abstractive since they are only explanatory insofar as they involve a reduction of particular details to laws, regularities, or other generalizations. Other dominant views of explanation, while departing from Friedman’s, share a commitment to abstraction. For example, Strewns’ (2004) Kairetic account treats generality as a desideratum, where generality is a matter of the causal model being applicable to as many cases as possible.

Like philosophers, psychologists highlight the value of abstraction in explanation and beyond. In a review of psychological approaches to abstraction, Burgoon, Henderson, and Markman (2013) cite advantages of abstraction in prediction, memory, and decision-making. For example, more abstract / less detailed representations can help children appreciate relational properties (e.g., Ratterman, Gentner, & DeLoache, 1987, 1989), and are a hallmark of expertise in adults (e.g., Hinds, Patterson & Pfeiffer, 2001; Rabinowitz & Friedman, 2017). Moreover, research on the role of explanation in learning has been used to argue that seeking and generating explanations can itself promote abstraction, which can have positive downstream consequences,
such as supporting transfer and subsequent learning (Walker, & Lombrozo, 2017; Wilkenfeld & Lombrozo, 2015).

Abstraction, as understood in philosophy and psychology, is a way of getting at general features of our environment and coming to understand not just what is the case, but how various facts interact and depend on one another. This modal understanding could be intrinsically valuable, but also enable accurate generalization, since generalization involves determining which features make a difference in producing a state of affairs, how they do so, and which features are irrelevant.

3. Advantages of Experiential Explanation

Despite the clear benefits of abstraction, there is evidence that we do not always prefer explanations with abstract structures and minimal extraneous detail. Bechlivanidis et al. (2017), for example, found that their participants favored explanations with more precise, concrete details, though irrelevant details did not have added value (see also Frazier, Gelman, & Wellman, 2016). More generally, there’s evidence that when engaged in activities that might broadly be considered explanatory, people offer and accept “narratives” or “stories” that incorporate concrete and temporal information (e.g., Bruner, 1991; Dawes, 1999; Snow & Beals, 2006; see also Schechtman, 2007). This naturally raises the question: why don’t we always engage in abstractive explanation? Or, put another way: there may be social, aesthetic, or other pragmatic reasons for engaging in experiential explanation, but are there epistemic reasons to do so? If, following Friedman, we accept that there is a rational, epistemic pressure to favor abstraction, is there a countervailing rational, epistemic pressure to favor explanations with experiential structure and concrete detail?

4 By epistemic reasons, we mean roughly reasons relating to acquiring knowledge or understanding.
Perhaps we don’t always engage in maximally abstractive explanation because different *levels* of abstraction have their own advantages. Within philosophy, Weatherson (2012) introduces the “Goldilocks Problem” -- the idea that a good (abstractive) explanation should balance between too much and too little detail. Even mechanistic theories of explanation, which some have characterized as too lenient towards the inclusion of concrete details, acknowledge a role for abstraction in addition to completeness (Craver and Kaplan, 2018). Within psychology, Burgoon et al. note that “common to each of the subdisciplines of psychology is the notion that processing information at different levels of abstraction is functional” (emphasis added; see also Trope & Liberman, 2010). Thus even within the category of abstractive explanations, there’s reason to expect variation in *level* of abstractness.

On our view, what makes an explanation abstractive is not that it is *maximally* abstract, but rather that it is explanatory by virtue of relating the explanandum to a structure that is more abstract than the explanandum. Thus experiential explanations -- as we have defined them -- are not just at a different or more concrete level than abstractive explanations. Experiential explanations also have a structure that is in some sense isomorphic to the structure of actual experience. What, then, are the advantages of experiential explanation? In the two sections that

---

5 Some solutions to this problem, such as Blanchard’s (2019), will entail that the explanation being as abstract as possible is not a reflection of two explanatory values, abstraction and some countervailing value, but instead a single value. In Blanchard’s case, this value is crafting explanations that help us understand all the ways we might intervene.

6 For instance, an ecological explanation of an owl diet might contain less detail about gastrointestinal biology than a physiological explanation (and be more abstract in this sense), but both explain by relating problem-specific structures to more abstract structures, be they relationships between predator and prey or metabolic principles.

7 Plausibly, temporal structure is the most central to experiential explanation; a narrative that describes how the speaker felt at various different times in a sequence without any sensory-modal or spatial detail (“I was first angry, then sad, but then I realized it was a good thing”) feels like a perfectly good experiential explanation, even if it fails to convey rich perceptual impressions.
follow, we suggest that two key features of experiential explanations – experiential structure and permissive degree of concrete detail – combine to support important epistemic advantages.

3.1. Inputs for simulation

The first advantage of experiential explanations comes from their role as inputs for mental simulation. Mental simulation encompasses a heterogeneous set of activities – such as projecting the consequences of an arm movement, or imagining how you would feel if an event in the news happened to you – that share an isomorphic mapping to the episodes they simulate. Just as an arm movement (or a newsworthy event) unfolds over time and from a point of view, so, too, the corresponding mental simulation has a temporal structure and is experienced from a perspective.

Scholars differ in how they define mental simulation. For example, Spaulding (2016) defines simulation as involving a concrete replication: simulation seems like experiencing or “bringing to life” because it functions by replicating to some extent the computations involved in actual experience. In the case of theory of mind, a particular (and controversial) view of how this ability is implemented is the Simulation Theory (Goldman, 1992; Gordon, 1986). As we explain further below, our appeal to “simulation” has more modest commitments – a key feature is that simulation generates a fairly specific token episode or set of such episodes which in some sense resemble an episode that could be experienced. There need not be any genuinely experiential computation behind this resemblance, such as a re-use of sensory capacities. Our argument, in brief, will be that experiential explanations provide better inputs to mental simulation than do abstractive explanations because they preserve the relevant experiential structure to trigger (accurate) simulations.
As an illustrative example, consider a mental simulation of how an acquaintance felt when she attended a beach wedding in a bathing suit, only to discover the other attendees in formal attire. Putting yourself in her shoes (or her flip flops, as the case may be), you would likely come to believe that she felt embarrassed. This conclusion depends not only on performing the right simulation (that is, using accurate and relevant aspects of the story as “inputs” to your simulation), but also on using inputs of the right kind. If the scenario is described much more abstractly (as, say, an episode in which an acquaintance recognized a false belief that led her to publicly violate a social expectation or norm) the inference to embarrassment follows much less readily. This idea isn’t restricted to simulations in the domain of theory of mind: in some mechanical reasoning tasks, for example, people are more likely to generate accurate predictions when they generate visuo-motor simulations of the relevant events, as if they were actually performing or observing them (Schwartz & Black, 1999).

These examples suggest a more general and intuitive empirical principle, which we’ll call isomorphic input: that mental simulations will be triggered more often and yield more reliable conclusions when their inputs resemble the actual experiences they are simulations of. This principle could be supported by a strong commitment to simulation as some form of neural / cognitive re-use: if mental simulations re-use the same mechanisms employed in 1st-person experience, we might expect experiential inputs to provide a better match to the proper inputs for such mechanisms. But the principle is also supported by a much weaker commitment, namely that 1st-person experience supports many forms of learning (motor, visual, conceptual, etc.), where different kinds of inputs are more or less effective at tapping into each form of learning.

---

8 Defending the epistemic role of mental simulation is outside the scope of this paper, so we will assume that there is such a role and leave it open whether mental simulation is only a route to learning because of human cognitive particularities, or has a more general epistemic significance. See Lombrozo (in press) for an articulation of one such role.
For example, being walked through an emotional experience from a particular perspective could tap into associative learning about emotions; performing a visual simulation could tap into mechanical principles implicitly encoded in statistical learning mechanisms. We suggest that experiential inputs are better at tapping into the knowledge implicitly or explicitly encoded in many such mechanisms, and that this is in virtue of their temporal / sensory / perspectival structure.

For all we’ve said so far, experiential descriptions should be just as effective at triggering mental simulations as experiential explanations. While both may indeed trigger simulations, only experiential explanations are linked to and organized as responses to why-questions. As a result they will work better as inputs to mental simulations targeted at answering those why-questions than will corresponding experiential descriptions, which would require search and organization to serve an equivalent purpose. For instance, in the wedding case, one considers the situation from the perspective of the acquaintance to understand why she felt embarrassed at a specific point in time. One could instead be interested in why she felt enthusiastic earlier in the day, or why the other guests did not mention her outfit, and so on; answering these questions would most naturally employ a different simulation, whether at a different time or from a different perspective.

The role of experiential explanation in mental simulation is supported by the isomorphic input principle, but why expect the principle to hold? The evidence is compelling but indirect. One source of evidence comes from language comprehension. Richardson and Matlock (2007), for example, found that the language used to describe a proposition (for instance, “the road runs through the valley” vs. “the road is in the valley”) influenced the extent to which participants generated eye movements associated with the simulation of motion (in this case running),
consistent with the experiential properties of the figurative language employed (see also perceptual simulation theory, Zwaan, Madden, Yaxley, & Aveyard, 2004). Experiential language can also trigger simulations involving other modalities: Kurby and Zacks (2013) found correlations between varieties of experiential language and neural activity associated with corresponding visual, auditory, and motor areas. Findings like these suggest that explanations with more concrete / modally-rich language will trigger more simulation.

Another source of evidence comes from research on text comprehension, which suggests that in both reading and generating narratives, people construct “situation models” with characteristic temporal, causal, and intentional structure (Zwaan, Langston, & Graesser, 1995). With respect to temporal order, studies suggest that when evidence concerning some event preserves temporal structure, it is found more persuasive (Pennington & Hastie, 1988). Narratives also tend to employ more concrete language (Costabile, 2016), which is associated with ease of mental imagery – itself a form of simulation. To the extent experiential explanations incorporate similar temporal structure and concrete language, we should expect them to better support the functions typically attributed to such models of evidence and text comprehension – including the ability to draw inferences beyond what is stated explicitly (e.g., Joffe et al., 2009; Sadoski, 1983).

More generally, the capacity to represent and generate experiential explanations seems to be in some way connected to the ability to simulate. For instance, there is a well-documented connection between episodic memory and imaginative future thinking, including a shared neural basis for both in the hippocampus (Campbell, Benoit, & Schacter, 2017; Parikh, Ruzic, Stewart, Spreng, & De Brigard, 2018). One way of reading this connection is what Schachter and Addis (2007) call the Constructive Episodic Simulation Hypothesis, on which a single cognitive system
is responsible for constructing past scenes, future predictions, and imagined alternative possibilities. On this hypothesis, details of the past structured in an experiential, episodic form are utilized in imaginative simulation more generally. As such, there may be a connection both between experiential information and simulation, and between the capacity to construct experiential episodes and the capacity to project hypothetical possibilities.

So far we’ve suggested a mapping between the contents of experiential explanations, on the one hand, and effective inputs to trigger or carry out mental simulations, on the other. But it’s a further step to suggest that this relationship to mental simulation has epistemic advantages. After all, it could be that more concrete (and emotionally-laden) stimuli result in worse decisions (e.g., Keysar, Hayakawa, & An, 2012), or that theory of mind simulations seem reliable while actually being biased or shallow (Rosenberg, 2018). We certainly won’t make the case that mental simulation is always accurate or beneficial. Nonetheless, we will suggest that in some cases of interest for both everyday cognition and science, experiential explanations have benefits that are not subsumed by their abstractive counterparts.

First, there is clear evidence of mnemonic benefits for more concrete (as opposed to abstract) material. Sadoski, Goetz, and Rodriguez (2000), for example, found that participants were more likely to recall the gist of prior text when it was more concrete vs. abstract (defined in terms of ease of forming a mental image). Moreover, concreteness is associated with both self-reported comprehensibility (Sadoski, Goetz, & Fritz, 1993) and performance on objective measures of comprehension (Sadoski, 1985; Wharton, 1980). These advantages for memory and comprehension are clearly valuable in themselves, but might also improve our ability to evaluate and revise such explanations over time.
Second, a large body of research confirms that more concrete representations (which we contend better support simulations) yield different patterns of judgments. For example, manipulations of concreteness have been shown to shift moral judgments (Nichols & Knobe, 2007) and social inferences (Costabile, 2016). In these domains, it’s unclear whether the concrete representation results in a more accurate or beneficial judgments, but in other domains with objectively correct answers (such as mechanical reasoning), more concrete/experiential representations can yield the more accurate response (Schwartz & Black, 1999). Moreover, there is evidence that in some cases, mentally simulated experience can serve as a substitute for actual experience—for example, mental practice of a piano performance had a comparable effect as physical practice in expert pianists (Bernardi, Schories, Jabusch, Colombo & Altenmuller, 2013; see Kappes & Morewedge, 2016 for an overview).

In sum, experiential explanations sometimes trigger mental simulation, and in so doing support inferences that would otherwise be less memorable, less comprehensible, and/or less accessible. These properties derive in large part from the structure and detail of experiential explanations, and how these elements interact with language comprehension, the peculiarities of our simulatory capacities, and the organization of human memory.

3.2 Repurposing

Consider the following use of experiential explanation. Patient H. M. was introduced into memory research by Scoville and Milner (1957), at a time when researchers were pessimistic about localizing memory to a region of the brain.9 They originally saw H.M.’s case as illustrating the importance of the hippocampus in memory, writing: “it is concluded that the anterior hippocampus and hippocampal gyrus, either separately or together, are critically concerned in the

9 Our depiction of this case draws from Squire (2009).
Subsequently, memory research focused increasingly on the role of the hippocampus, with some researchers going as far as suggesting that episodic memory was localized to the hippocampus. However, later study of the same case revealed that H.M. had damage outside of the hippocampal area, and that many of the deficits observed in H.M. (but not in other patients with similar lesions) could be linked to this damage. Across time, H.M.’s case featured in several importantly different explanations of why his brain damage caused a particular pattern of memory deficits, and more generally, of why MTL brain damage affects memory.

Scoville and Milner in fact provided two explanations of the memory phenomena observed in H.M. The first was an abstractive explanation that linked hippocampal damage to episodic deficits, structured around generalizations about which brain regions support which kinds of functioning. The second was an experiential explanation about observations of H.M.’s behavior and pattern of damage, structured around a series of temporally-indexed and particular findings; for example, they contrast the way H.M.’s deficits were obvious to his family after a move with the way he “seems like a relatively normal individual” to a casual observer (14). In this case, the abstractive explanation is of merely historical interest from our current vantage point. On the other hand, the experiential explanation still explains something about the neural basis of memory as well as the connection between H.M.’s episodic deficits and his medial temporal lobe damage. This section explores whether the survival of experiential explanations across episodes of scientific change – be it through direct repurposing or partial co-option -- is an epistemic advantage. We’ll consider two versions of the view that repurposing serves as a kind of evidence, but ultimately argue for a less directly evidential role for repurposing: ameliorating the harm of incommensurable transitions in background theory.
An initial possibility is that repurposing is a kind of falsification of the original theory: co-opted experiential explanations can help us see where our theories went wrong. Gelman and Basbøll (2014) offer a defense of storytelling in science that develops a related idea. They describe a case with the same structure as the H.M. example, where a story presented in support of one view of human nature can be re-used to criticize the very same view. While in no sense taking the place of statistical evidence, this story still occupies an evidential role in exposing the weaknesses of a theory. To be successfully repurposed, Gelman and Basbøll argue, a story must be immutable (i.e., fixed in some determinate facts, rather than flexible according to the whims of the storyteller), and anomalous (i.e., contain some information that is not well explained by existing theories). Both of these features hold in the case of H.M.: his story was fixed by actual facts that allowed it to be reinterpreted as more was discovered about the extent of his injuries, and it also initially contradicted the existing theories in the 1950s and earlier, within which memory was taken to rely on widely distributed processing.

On a strong version of the view that experiential explanations play an evidential role, experiential explanations allow us to go beyond our current thinking, which is constrained by our current theories. As compared to abstractive explanations, which are heavily theory-laden, experiential explanations may be less beholden to existing frameworks. However, thinking carefully about how experiential explaining works raises issues for this idea, as experiential explanations themselves involve a great deal of theory-laden selection.

An initial form of selection occurs in choosing a particular narrative frame in response to a why-question: we have failed to provide an explanation at all if we do not find an episode and perspective that is relevant to our theory and its competitors, and so this selection will be heavily determined by what we see as the space of relevant possible theories. A second form of selection
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occurs over facts within the narrative frame. These forms of selection are necessary: they are what distinguishes experiential explanation from mere description. The second form of selection may be less theory-laden than the first, since details are often chosen based on narrative conventions and the demands of an experiential structure rather than anything about the specific theory at hand. Nonetheless, these selection processes indicate that experiential explanations are still theory-laden, albeit in a different way than abstractive explanations.

Accepting these relationships between theory and experiential explanation still allows for a weak version of the Gellman and Basbøll view. An optimistic reading is that if the old experiential explanation can be successfully re-worked under the new theory, then the new theory must have excellent explanatory resources, since it can account for a case that was originally selected on the basis of its support for the old theory. However, the old theory and the new theory may not be the only options that are or should be on the table, and so it may be that the repurposing is easier because of shared ground between the old and new theory. Here, repurposing allows traces of the old theory to carry forward, and privileges commonalities between the new and old theory.

Notice that the description of how H.M.’s case was repurposed over time is itself an experiential explanation of how the theory change took place. This explanation helps illuminate the transition from an older, cruder form of localization to a more nuanced version, and forms a blueprint that might be applied to other cases – allowing us, for instance, to look back on other lesion studies and attempt to repurpose them via an analogous explanatory structure. This brings us to an advantage of even simple reuse. Even if repurposing cannot solve the problem of theory-laden evidence, all kinds of reuse are a kind of translation that helps us solve a different epistemic problem: incommensurability.
The problem of incommensurability has been raised in the scientific context by Kuhn (1962/2012), and developed in a more personal context by L.A. Paul (2014). For our purposes, it’s enough to acknowledge incarnations of modest incommensurability that raise practical concern in changes in explanatory structures. Kuhn describes the practitioner of normal science after a paradigm shift, claiming that “the world of his research will seem, here and there, incommensurable with the one he had inhabited before. That is another reason why schools guided by different paradigms are always slightly at cross-purposes” (112). That is, at least when we shift between sufficiently different theories, we face a difficulty understanding our past views, in particular a difficulty in comparing our current views to our past views as subsumed under a scientific aim or question. This difficulty is both intrinsically bad, in the way that lack of understanding is always epistemically bad, and also instrumentally bad, since it prevents us from effectively utilizing past evidence.

We suggest that the reuse of experiential explanations can ameliorate the problem of incommensurability.\textsuperscript{10} When an experiential explanation is reused, it is by definition intelligible under both theories and coordinates both theories with respect to a single why-question. And as we’ve argued, experiential explanations are uniquely reusable. With these considerations in mind, we can observe a few contexts in which experiential explanations should be especially useful: in facilitating communication and cooperation across individuals\textsuperscript{11} with different background theories (or the same individual over time), and in explaining a case for which we still lack an adequate abstractive explanation that answers a crucial why-question. In each case,\textsuperscript{10,11}

\textsuperscript{10} One way to think of this result is as a case of translation between theories that can be accomplished in a restricted context, even given incommensurability (Kitcher, 1982)

\textsuperscript{11} Along these lines, Mahr and Csipra (2017) argue that episodic memory primarily serves a social, communicative function; on our view, the social context is one among several structurally similar cases where incommensurability may arise, and the problem of incommensurability is broader than the problem of justification that they raise.
an experiential form of explanation will package information in a way that can be useful when translating across disagreeing frameworks, or taken up before an adequate framework is found. Repurposing, on top of simple reuse, makes the most of this translation – in the first kinds of cases, by allowing the disagreeing parties to mediate disputes by returning to the original case and finding new details. In the second kind of case, repurposing allows relevant abstractive dimensions to emerge later and yet still guide some of the selection of information. In our example, Scoville and Milner’s original observations were subsequently reanalyzed under new theories, such as functional connectivity or the involvement of the neocortex in remote memory.

In summary, repurposing and reuse do not let us get away from background assumptions into an objective standpoint, but they do allow us to move more easily between competing standpoints, and to organize information without the help of a (fully developed) theory.

4. Conclusion

The structure of experiential explanations helps us package information relevant to answering a particular why-question in order to learn better, both in isolation and in combination with abstractive explanations. We’ve argued that experiential explanations are aptly structured to serve as effective inputs to mental simulation, and presented some preliminary evidence that these explanations trigger simulatory responses. A second epistemic advantage of experiential explanations is that they can be repurposed under a new theory, offering a bridge across theories that makes them mutually comprehensible, allowing information to be organized, stored, and communicated – even absent a full background theory.

These advantages of experiential explanations follow in large part from the very features that set them apart from abstractive explanations: their experiential structure and their
particularity (including the inclusion of concrete detail). It is these features that support mental simulation. Moreover, in repurposing, which details of an explanation might be relevant under the new theory cannot be known in advance or “from the outside”; by not trimming away all particular details, we leave handholds for later repurposing by others or our future selves.

Explanations structured around experiential dimensions make weaker commitments concerning which abstractive relationships are explanatory; as such, they remain consistent with more possibilities, and with states of partial ignorance, while still linking a set of facts to a particular why-question and allowing compression and simplification of the episode at hand.

The most flat-footed critique of experiential explanations argues that they are merely “anec-data,” or single, improperly sampled cases acting as data. Relatedly, Kinzel (2015) lays out a debate on whether case studies can play an evidential role (i.e., act as evidence). However, the preceding discussion reveals that experiential explanations are not substitutes for evidence, but instead help us uptake, communicate, and transform existing evidence. They also go beyond description -- they are genuine explanations in answering why-questions to yield explanatory understanding. While previous work has documented several forms of explanatory pluralism (e.g., Colombo, 2017; Lombrozo, 2011, 2012), both descriptively and normatively, such distinctions usually fall within the category of abstractive explanations. The contribution of this paper is in articulating an alternative to abstractive explanation with a unique cognitive and epistemic profile.

Simulation and repurposing surely do not exhaust the role of experiential explanations in learning. Other possibilities to explore include the diversity of explanatory structures aiding in theory search and analogical reasoning, as well as a connection between experiential structure and the move from explanation to intervention.
A final question to consider is whether experiential explanations play any special role within the psychological or social sciences (vs. the natural sciences). One reason to align experiential explanations with the social sciences comes from a long tradition differentiating first-personal or empathic understanding from third-personal or scientific understanding (e.g. Dilthey, 1911/2002; Grimm, 2016; Taylor, 1985). To the extent a discipline such as psychology is inherently perspectival or particular, experiential explanations could play a special role. We are wary of this line of thought; experiential explanations need not involve mental content\textsuperscript{12}, and contemporary psychology overwhelmingly aims to achieve \textit{scientific} understanding. On the other hand, as a relatively immature science, and one to whose subject matter we have frequent and direct experiential access, psychology might be well-poised to benefit from mental simulation, and from repurposing as theories evolve.
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\textsuperscript{12} Consider, for example, an experiential explanation of a geological or evolutionary event, involving a temporal sequence of events from the perspective of a landmass or population.
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